
 

 

UNIT – II 

 

INHERITANCE & POLYMORPHISM 

 

 

INHERITANCE: 

One of the most important concepts in object-oriented programming is that of 

inheritance. Inheritance allows us to define a class in terms of another class, which makes it 

easier to create and maintain an application. This also provides an opportunity to reuse the code 

functionality and fast implementation time. 

When creating a class, instead of writing completely new data members and member 

functions, the programmer can designate that the new class should inherit the members of an 

existing class. This existing class is called the base class, and the new class is referred to as the 

derived class. 

The idea of inheritance implements the is a relationship. For example, mammal IS-A animal, dog 

IS-A mammal hence dog IS-A animal as well and so on. 

Base & Derived Classes: 

A class can be derived from more than one classes, which means it can inherit data and functions 

from multiple base classes. To define a derived class, we use a class derivation list to specify the 

base class(es). A class derivation list names one or more base classes and has the form: 

 

class derived-class: access-specifier base-class 

Where access-specifier is one of public, protected, or private, and base-class is the name of a 

previously defined class. If the access-specifier is not used, then it is private by default. 

Consider a base class Shape and its derived class Rectangle as follows: 

This is an example of Single Inheritance. 

#include <iostream> 

 

using namespace std; 

 

// Base class 

class Shape  

{ 

public: 

void setWidth(int w) 

      { 

width = w; 

      } 



 

 

void setHeight(int h) 

      { 

height = h; 

      } 

protected: 

int width; 

int height; 

}; 

 

// Derived class 

class Rectangle: public Shape 

{ 

public: 

int getArea() 

      {  

return (width * height);  

      } 

}; 

 

int main(void) 

{ 

   Rectangle Rect; 

 

Rect.setWidth(5); 

Rect.setHeight(7); 

 

   // Print the area of the object. 

cout<< "Total area: " <<Rect.getArea() <<endl; 

return 0; 

} 

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result: 

Total area: 35 

Forms of Inheritance 

Inheritance those are provided by C++ are as followings:  

1. Single Inheritance 

2. Multilevel Inheritance 

3. Multiple Inheritance 

4. Hierarchical Inheritance  

5. Hybrid Inheritance 

In Inheritance Upper Class whose code we are actually inheriting is known as the Base or Super 

Class and Class which uses the Code are known as Derived or Sub Class. 



 

 

1) In Single Inheritance there is only one Super Class and Only one Sub Class Means 

they have one to one Communication between them 

 

2)      In Multilevel Inheritance a Derived class can also inherited by another class. Means in 

this When a Derived Class again will be inherited by another Class then it creates a Multiple 

Levels.  

                                                           

3)       Multiple Inheritances is that in which a Class inherits the features from two Base Classes 

When a Derived Class takes Features from two Base Classes. 

 

4)       Hierarchical Inheritance is that in which a Base Class has Many Sub Classes or When a 

Base Class is used or inherited by many Sub Classes.  

 

5)      Hybrid Inheritance: - This is a Mixture of two or More Inheritance and in this Inheritance 

a Code May Contains two or Three types of inheritance in Single Code. 
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Multiple Inheritance 

A C++ class can inherit members from more than one class and here is the extended syntax: 

 

class derived-class: visibility_mode baseA, visibility_mode baseB.... 

       { 

        ---------------- 

        ----------------- 

       } 

Where access is one of public, protected, or private and would be given for every base class 

and they will be separated by comma as shown above. Let us try the following example: 

 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

// Base class Shape 

class Shape  

{ 

public: 

voidsetWidth(int w) 

      { 

width = w; 

      } 

voidsetHeight(int h) 

      { 

height = h; 

      } 

protected: 

int width; 

int height; 

}; 

 

// Base class PaintCost 

class PaintCost 

{ 

public: 

int getCost(int area) 

      { 
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return area * 70; 

      } 

}; 

 

// Derived class 

class Rectangle: public Shape, public PaintCost 

{ 

public: 

int getArea() 

      {  

return (width * height);  

      } 

}; 

 

int main(void) 

{ 

   Rectangle Rect; 

   int area; 

   Rect.setWidth(5); 

   Rect.setHeight(7); 

   area = Rect.getArea(); 

   // Print the area of the object. 

   cout<< "Total area: " <<Rect.getArea() <<endl; 

   // Print the total cost of painting 

  cout<< "Total paint cost: $" <<Rect.getCost(area) <<endl; 

  return 0; 

} 

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result: 

Total area: 35 

Total paint cost: $2450 

 

Access Control and Inheritance: 

A derived class can access all the non-private members of its base class. Thus base-class 

members that should not be accessible to the member functions of derived classes should be 

declared private in the base class. 

When deriving a class from a base class, the base class may be inherited through public, 

protected or private inheritance. The type of inheritance is specified by the access-specifier as 

explained above.We hardly use protected or private inheritance, but public inheritance is 

commonly used. While using different type of inheritance, following rules are applied: 

 Public Inheritance: When deriving a class from a public base class, public members of 

the base class become public members of the derived class and protected members of 

the base class become protected members of the derived class. A base class's private 



 

 

members are never accessible directly from a derived class, but can be accessed through 

calls to the public and protected members of the base class. 

 Protected Inheritance: When deriving from a protected base class, public and 

protected members of the base class become protected members of the derived class. 

 Private Inheritance: When deriving from a private base class, public and protected 

members of the base class become private members of the derived class. 

We can summarize the different access types according to who can access them in the following 

way:  

Access public protected private 

Same class yes yes yes 

Derived classes yes yes no 

Outside classes yes no no 

A derived class inherits all base class methods with the following exceptions: 

 Constructors, destructors and copy constructors of the base class. 

 Overloaded operators of the base class. 

 The friend functions of the base class. 

METHOD OVERRIDING 

 



 

 

Method overriding allows a subclass or child class to provide a specific implementation 

of a method that is already provided by one of its superclasses or parent classes. The 

implementation in the subclass overrides (replaces) the implementation in the superclass by 

providing a method that has same name, same parameters or signature, and same return type as 

the method in the parent class. The version of a method that is executed will be determined by 

the object that is used to invoke it. If an object of a parent class is used to invoke the method, 

then the version in the parent class will be executed, but if an object of the subclass is used to 

invoke the method, then the version in the child class will be executed. 

CONSTRUCTOR AND DESTRUCTOR EXECUTION ORDER 

class Base 

{ 

  public: 

  Base ( ) 

  { 

    cout << "Inside Base constructor" << endl; 

  }  

  ~Base ( ) 

  { 

    cout << "Inside Base destructor" << endl; 

  }  

}; 

class Derived : public Base 

{ 

  public: 

  Derived  ( ) 

  { 

    cout << "Inside Derived constructor" << endl; 

  }  

  ~Derived ( ) 

  { 

    cout << "Inside Derived destructor" << endl; 

  }  

}; 

void main( ) 

{ 

  Derived x; 

} 

The question asks us to find out what will be printed out in the program above, and in what 

order. Basically, it's a test to see if you know in what order the constructors and destructors will 

be called when a program deals with inheritance. 

Base class constructors and derived class destructors are called first 

In the code above, when the object "x" is created, first the Base class constructor is called, 

and after that the Derived class constructor is called. Because the Derived class inherits from the 

Base class, both the Base class and Derived class constructors will be called when a Derived 



 

 

class object is created. When the main function is finished running, the object x's destructor will 

get called first, and after that the Base class destructor will be called. 

So, here is what the output of the code above would look like: 

Inside Base constructor 

Inside Derived constructor 

Inside Derived destructor 

Inside Base destructor 

THIS POINTER 

Every object in C++ has access to its own address through an important pointer called 

this pointer. The pointer is an implicit parameter to all member functions. Therefore, inside a 

member function, this may be used to refer to the invoking object. Friend functions do not have a 

this pointer, because friends are not members of a class. Only member functions have a this 

pointer. Let us try the following example to understand the concept of this pointer: 

#include <iostream> 

 using namespace std; 

class Box 

{ 

   public: 

      // Constructor definition 

      Box(double l=2.0, double b=2.0, double h=2.0) 

      { 

         cout <<"Constructor called." << endl; 

         length = l; 

         breadth = b; 

         height = h; 

      } 

      double Volume() 

      { 

         return length * breadth * height; 

      } 

      int compare(Box box) 

      { 

         return this->Volume() > box.Volume(); 

      } 

   private: 

      double length;     // Length of a box 

      double breadth;    // Breadth of a box 

      double height;     // Height of a box 

}; 

 

int main(void) 

{ 

   Box Box1(3.3, 1.2, 1.5);    // Declare box1 



 

 

   Box Box2(8.5, 6.0, 2.0);    // Declare box2 

   if(Box1.compare(Box2)) 

   { 

      cout << "Box2 is smaller than Box1" <<endl; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

      cout << "Box2 is equal to or larger than Box1" <<endl; 

   } 

   return 0; 

} 

When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the following result: 

Constructor called. 

Constructor called. 

Box2 is equal to or larger than Box1 

UPCASTING(Pointers to derived classes) : 

One of the key features of derived classes is that a pointer to a derived class is type-

compatible with a pointer to its base class. Upcasting is using the Base class's reference or 

pointer to refer to a Derived class's object. Or we can say that, the act of converting a Derived 

class's reference or pointer into its Base class's reference or pointer is called Upcasting. 

 

  Using base class pointer if we call some function which is in both classes, then base 

class function is invoked. But if we want to invoke derived class function using base class 

pointer, it can be achieved by defining the function as virtual in base class.  

class Base 

{ 

 int x; 

  public: 

  void funBase()  

{  

cout << "Base function";  

} 

}; 

class Derived : public Base 

{  

int y; 

}; 



 

 

int main() 

{ 

 Base* ptr;    // Base class pointer 

 Derived obj; 

 ptr = &obj; 

  Base &ref;    // Base class's reference     

 ref=obj; 

} 

Note: Study this example if you want detailed explanation. Otherwise leave the following 

example.  

// pointers to base class 

#include <iostream> 

using namespace std; 

class CPolygon  

{ 

protected: 

int width, height; 

public: 

void set_values (int a, int b) 

{  

width=a; height=b;  

} 

}; 

class CRectangle: public CPolygon { 

public: 

int area () 

{ 

 return (width * height);  

} 

}; 

class CTriangle: public CPolygon { 

public: 

int area () 

{  

return (width * height / 2);  

} 

}; 

 

int main ()  

{ 

CRectangle rect; 

CTriangle trgl; 

CPolygon * ppoly1 = &rect; 

CPolygon * ppoly2 = &trgl; 

ppoly1->set_values (4,5); 

ppoly2->set_values (4,5); 



 

 

cout << rect.area() << endl; 

cout << trgl.area() << endl; 

return 0; 

} 

Output: 

20 

10 

In function main, we create two pointers that point to objects of class CPolygon (ppoly1 

and ppoly2). Then we assign references to rect and trgl to these pointers, and because both are 

objects of classes derived from CPolygon, both are valid assignment operations.  

The only limitation in using *ppoly1 and *ppoly2 instead of rect and trgl is that both 

*ppoly1 and *ppoly2 are of type CPolygon* and therefore we can only use these pointers to refer 

to the members that CRectangle and CTriangle inherit from CPolygon. For that reason when we 

call the area() members at the end of the program we have had to use directly the objects rect and 

trgl instead of the pointers *ppoly1 and *ppoly2.  

In order to use area() with the pointers to class CPolygon, this member should also have 

been declared in the class CPolygon, and not only in its derived classes, but the problem is that 

CRectangle and CTriangle implement different versions of area, therefore we cannot implement 

it in the base class. 

VIRTUAL FUNCTION 

A virtual function is a member function that is declared within a base class and redefined 

by a derived class. To create virtual function, precede the function’s declaration in the base class 

with the keyword virtual. When a class containing virtual function is inherited, the derived class 

redefines the virtual function to suit its own needs. 

Base class pointer can point to derived class object. In this case, using base class pointer 

if we call some function which is in both classes, then base class function is invoked. But if we 

want to invoke derived class function using base class pointer, it can be achieved by defining the 

function as virtual in base class, this is how virtual functions support runtime polymorphism. 

Consider following program code: 

Class A  

{  

        int a;  

        public:  

        A()  

        { 

                 a = 1;  

        }  

        virtual void show()  

        {  

                    cout <<a; 

        }  

}; 



 

 

Class B: public A  

{  

         int b;  

         public:  

         B()  

         {  

                 b = 2;  

         } 

         virtual void show()  

         {   

                  cout <<b; 

         } 

}; 

int main()  

{  

           A *pA;  

           B oB;  

           pA = &oB;  

           pA->show();  

           return 0;  

} 

Output is 2 since pA points to object of B and show() is virtual in base class A. 

Pure Virtual Functions 

Pure virtual Functions are virtual functions with no definition. They start with virtual 

keyword and ends with = 0. Here is the syntax for a pure virtual function, 

virtual return_type function_name() = 0; 

class Box 

{ 

   public: 

      // pure virtual function 

      virtual double getVolume() = 0; 

   private: 

      double length;      // Length of a box 

      double breadth;     // Breadth of a box 

      double height;      // Height of a box 

}; 

ABSTRACT CLASS 

Abstract Class is a class which contains atleast one Pure Virtual function in it. Abstract 

classes are used to provide an Interface for its sub classes. Classes inheriting an Abstract Class 

must provide definition to the pure virtual function, otherwise they will also become abstract 

class. 



 

 

Characteristics of Abstract Class 

1. Abstract class cannot be instantiated, but pointers and refrences of Abstract class type can 

be created. 

2. Abstract class can have normal functions and variables along with a pure virtual function. 

3. Abstract classes are mainly used for Upcasting, so that its derived classes can use its 

interface. 

4. Classes inheriting an Abstract Class must implement all pure virtual functions, or else 

they will become Abstract too. 

Example of Abstract Class 

class Base          //Abstract base class 

{ 

 public: 

virtual void show() = 0;    //Pure Virtual Function 

}; 

class Derived:public Base 

{ 

 public: 

 void show() 

 {  

cout << "Implementation of Virtual Function in Derived class"; } 

}; 

int main() 

{ 

 Base obj;       //Compile Time Error 

 Base *b; 

 Derived d; 

 b = &d; 

 b->show(); 

} 

Output : Implementation of Virtual Function in Derived class 

In the above example Base class is abstract, with pure virtual show() function, hence we 

cannot create object of base class.  

Pure Virtual definitions: 

Pure Virtual functions can be given a small definition in the Abstract class, which you 

want all the derived classes to have. Still you cannot create object of Abstract class. Also, the 

Pure Virtual function must be defined outside the class definition. If you will define it inside the 

class definition, complier will give an error. Inline pure virtual definition is Illegal. 

class Base          //Abstract base class 

{ 

 public: 

virtual void show() = 0;            //Pure Virtual Function 

}; 



 

 

void Base :: show()         //Pure Virtual definition 

{ 

 cout << "Pure Virtual definition\n"; 

} 

class Derived : public Base 

{ 

 public: 

 void show() 

 { cout << "Implementation of Virtual Function in Derived class"; } 

}; 

int main() 

{ 

 Base *b; 

 Derived d; 

 b = &d; 

 b->show(); 

} 

Output : 
Pure Virtual definition 

Implementation of Virtual Function in Derived class 

Why can't we create Object of Abstract Class ? 

When we create a pure virtual function in Abstract class, we reserve a slot for a function 

in the VTABLE, but doesn't put any address in that slot. Hence the VTABLE will be incomplete. 

As the VTABLE for Abstract class is incomplete, hence the compiler will not let the creation of 

object for such class and will display an errror message whenever you try to do so. 

VIRTUAL DESTRUCTORS: 

Destructors in the Base class can be Virtual. Whenever Upcasting is done, Destructors of 

the Base class must be made virtual for proper destrucstion of the object when the program exits. 

Upcasting without Virtual Destructor 

Lets first see what happens when we do not have a virtual Base class destructor. 

class Base 

{ 

 public: 

 ~Base() {cout << "Base Destructor\t"; } 

}; 

class Derived:public Base 

{ 

 public: 

 ~Derived() { cout<< "Derived Destructor"; } 

};  

int main() 



 

 

{ 

 Base* b = new Derived;      //Upcasting 

 delete b; 

} 

Output : Base Destructor 

In the above example, delete b will only call the Base class destructor, which is undesirable 

because, then the object of Derived class remains undestructed, because its destructor is never 

called, Which results in memory leak. 

Upcasting with Virtual Destructor: 

Now lets see. what happens when we have Virtual destructor in the base class. 

class Base 

{ 

 public: 

virtual ~Base() {cout << "Base Destructor\t"; } 

}; 

class Derived:public Base 

{ 

 public: 

 ~Derived() { cout<< "Derived Destructor"; } 

};  

int main() 

{ 

 Base* b = new Derived;     //Upcasting 

 delete b; 

} 

Output : 

Derived Destructor 

Base Destructor 

When we have Virtual destructor inside the base class, then first Derived class's 

destructor is called and then Base class's destructor is called, which is the desired behaviour.</p> 

Pure Virtual Destructors: 

Pure Virtual Destructors are legal in C++. Also, pure virtual Destructors must be defined, which 

is against the pure virtual behaviour. The only difference between Virtual and Pure Virtual 

Destructor is, that pure virtual destructor will make its Base class Abstract, hence you cannot 

create object of that class.There is no requirement of implementing pure virtual destructors in the 

derived classes. 

class Base 

{ 

 public: 

virtual ~Base() = 0;     //Pure Virtual Destructor 

}; 



 

 

Base::~Base() { cout << "Base Destructor"; } //Definition of Pure Virtual Destructor 

class Derived:public Base 

{ 

 public: 

 ~Derived() { cout<< "Derived Destructor"; } 

};  

 

DYNAMIC BINDING 

Dynamic binding also called dynamic dispatch is the process of linking procedure call 

to a specific sequence of code (method) at run-time. It means that the code to be executed for a 

specific procedure call is not known until run-time. Dynamic binding is also known as late 

binding or run-time binding. 

Dynamic dispatch is generally used when multiple classes contain different 

implementations of the same method. It provides a mechanism for selecting the function to be 

executed from various function alternatives at the run-time. In C++, virtual functions are used to 

implement dynamic binding. 

Imagine a class hierarchy in which a class called Shape serves as a base class for other 

classes (Triangle and Square): 

class Shape 

{ 

public: 

 void virtual Draw() {} //dummy implementation 

//.. 

}; 

class Square 

{ 

public: 

 void Draw(); //overriding Shape::Draw 

} 

class Triangle 

{ 

public: 

 void Draw(); //overriding Shape::Draw 

} 

void func(const Shape* s) 

{ 

 s->Draw() 

} 

int main() 

{ 

 Shape *p1= new Triangle; 

 Shape *p2 = new Square; 

 func(p1); 

 func(p2); 



 

 

} 

Draw() is a dummy function in Shape. It's declared virtual in the base class to enable 

derived classes to override it and provide individual implementations. The beauty in 

polymorphism is that a pointer or a reference to Shape may actually point to an object of class 

Square or Triangle: 

C++ distinguishes between a static type and a dynamic type of an object. The static type 

is determined at compile time. It's the type specified in the declaration. For example, the static 

type of both p1 and p2 is "Shape *". However, the dynamic types of these pointers are 

determined by the type of object to which they point: "Triangle *" and "Square *", respectively. 

When func() calls the member function Draw(), C++ resolves the dynamic type of s and ensures 

that the appropriate version of Draw() is invoked.  

Static Binding Dynamic Binding 

Provides a mechanism for selecting the 

function to be executed from various 

function alternatives at the compile-time. 

Provides a mechanism for selecting the function 

to be executed from various function alternatives 

at the run-time. 

A language in which most binding are made 

during translation,early in the processing of a 

program is said to have early binding. 

language with late binding delay most binding 

until l execution time. 

It is less flexible. It has more programming flexibility. 

Type checking must be done at compile time. Type checking must be done at run time. 

It user compiler or interpreter. Language that have late binding for variable are 

usually implemented using pure interpreter rather 

than compiler. 

TYPE CASTING CLASS POINTERS: 

C++ is a strong-typed language. Many conversions, specially those that imply a different 

interpretation of the value, require an explicit conversion.  

short a=2000; 

int b; 

b = (int) a;    // c-like cast notation 

b = int (a);    // functional notation  

 

The functionality of these explicit conversion operators is enough for most needs with 

fundamental data types. However, these operators can be applied indiscriminately on classes and 

pointers to classes, which can lead to code that while being syntactically correct can cause 

runtime errors. For example, the following code is syntactically correct:  

// class type-casting 

#include <iostream> 

usingnamespacestd; 

 

classCDummy { 

floati,j; 

}; 

 
 



 

 

 

classCAddition { 

 intx,y; 

public: 

 CAddition (int a, int b) { x=a; y=b; } 

 int result() { returnx+y;} 

}; 

 

int main () { 

CDummy d; 

CAddition * padd; 

padd = (CAddition*) &d; 

cout<<padd->result(); 

return 0; 

} 

The program declares a pointer to CAddition, but then it assigns to it a reference to an object of 

another incompatible type using explicit type-casting: 

  padd = (CAddition*) &d; 
 

Traditional explicit type-casting allows converting any pointer into any other pointer 

type, independently of the types they point to. The subsequent call to member result will produce 

either a run-time error or a unexpected result. In order to control these types of conversions 

between classes, we have four specific casting operators: 

1. dynamic_cast 

2. reinterpret_cast 

3. static_cast 

4. const_cast 

Their format is to follow the new type enclosed between angle-brackets (<>) and immediately 

after, the expression to be converted between parentheses. 

 

dynamic_cast<new_type> (expression) 

reinterpret_cast<new_type> (expression) 

static_cast<new_type> (expression) 

const_cast<new_type> (expression) 

dynamic_cast 

dynamic_cast can be used only with pointers and references to objects. Its purpose is to ensure 

that the result of the type conversion is a valid complete object of the requested class. Therefore, 

dynamic_cast is always successful when we cast a class to one of its base classes: 

classCBase { }; 

classCDerived: publicCBase { }; 

 

CBase b; CBase* pb; 

 



 

 

CDerived d; CDerived* pd; 

 

pb = dynamic_cast<CBase*>(&d);     // ok: derived-to-base 

pd = dynamic_cast<CDerived*>(&b);  // wrong: base-to-derived  

 

The second conversion in this piece of code would produce a compilation error since base-to-

derived conversions are not allowed with dynamic_cast unless the base class is polymorphic. 

 

When a class is polymorphic, dynamic_cast performs a special checking during runtime to 

ensure that the expression yields a valid complete object of the requested class: 

// dynamic_cast 

#include <iostream> 

#include <exception> 

usingnamespacestd; 

 

classCBase { virtualvoid dummy() {} }; 

classCDerived: publicCBase { int a; }; 

 

int main () { 

try { 

CBase * pba = newCDerived; 

CBase * pbb = newCBase; 

CDerived * pd; 

 

pd = dynamic_cast<CDerived*>(pba); 

if (pd==0) cout<< "Null pointer on first type-cast" <<endl; 

 

pd = dynamic_cast<CDerived*>(pbb); 

if (pd==0) cout<< "Null pointer on second type-cast" <<endl; 

 

  } catch (exception& e) {cout<< "Exception: " <<e.what();} 

return 0; 

} 

Output: 

Null pointer on second type-cast 

 static_cast 

static_cast can perform conversions between pointers to related classes, not only from the 

derived class to its base, but also from a base class to its derived. This ensures that at least the 

classes are compatible if the proper object is converted, but no safety check is performed during 

runtime to check if the object being converted is in fact a full object of the destination type. 

Therefore, it is up to the programmer to ensure that the conversion is safe. On the other side, the 

overhead of the type-safety checks of dynamic_cast is avoided. 

classCBase {}; 

 



 

 

classCDerived: publicCBase {}; 

CBase * a = newCBase; 

CDerived * b = static_cast<CDerived*>(a); 

This would be valid, although b would point to an incomplete object of the class and 

could lead to runtime errors if dereferenced. static_cast can also be used to perform any other 

non-pointer conversion that could also be performed implicitly, like for example standard 

conversion between fundamental types: 

double d=3.14159265; 

int i = static_cast<int>(d);   

Or any conversion between classes with explicit constructors or operator functions as described 

in "implicit conversions" above. 

reinterpret_cast 

reinterpret_cast converts any pointer type to any other pointer type, even of unrelated 

classes. The operation result is a simple binary copy of the value from one pointer to the other. 

All pointer conversions are allowed: neither the content pointed nor the pointer type itself is 

checked. 

It can also cast pointers to or from integer types. The format in which this integer value 

represents a pointer is platform-specific. The only guarantee is that a pointer cast to an integer 

type large enough to fully contain it, is granted to be able to be cast back to a valid pointer. 

 

The conversions that can be performed by reinterpret_cast but not by static_cast are low-level 

operations, whose interpretation results in code which is generally system-specific, and thus non-

portable. For example: 

class A {}; 

class B {}; 

A * a = new A; 

B * b = reinterpret_cast<B*>(a); 

 

 

This is valid C++ code, although it does not make much sense, since now we have a pointer that 

points to an object of an incompatible class, and thus dereferencing it is unsafe. 

const_cast 

This type of casting manipulates the constness of an object, either to be set or to be removed. For 

example, in order to pass a const argument to a function that expects a non-constant parameter: 

// const_cast 

#include <iostream> 

usingnamespacestd; 

 

void print (char * str) 



 

 

{ 

cout<<str<<endl; 

} 

 

int main () { 

constchar * c = "sample text"; 

  print ( const_cast<char *> (c) ); 

return 0; 

} 

Output: Sample text 

 

COMPOSITION 

One of the most compelling features about C++ is code reuse. But to be revolutionary, 

you need to be able to do a lot more than copy code and change it. That’s the C approach, and it 

hasn’t worked very well. As with most everything in C++, the solution revolves around the class. 

You reuse code by creating new classes, but instead of creating them from scratch, you use 

existing classes that someone else has built and debugged. 

The trick is to use the classes without soiling the existing code. There are two ways to 

accomplish this. The first is quite straightforward: You simply create objects of your existing 

class inside the new class. This is called composition because the new class is composed of 

objects of existing classes. 

The second approach is subtler. You create a new class as a type of an existing class. You 

literally take the form of the existing class and add code to it, without modifying the existing 

class. This magical act is called inheritance, and most of the work is done by the compiler.  

Composition syntax 

Consider a class that is valuable for some reason: 

class X { 

  int i; 

public: 

  X() { i = 0; } 

  void set(int ii) { i = ii; } 

  int read() const { return i; } 

  int permute() { return i = i * 47; } 

}; 

The data members are private in this class, so it’s completely safe to embed an object of type X 

as a public object in a new class, which makes the interface straightforward: 

 

class Y { 



 

 

  int i; 

public: 

  X x; // Embedded object 

  Y() { i = 0; } 

  void f(int ii) { i = ii; } 

  int g() const { return i; } 

}; 

 

int main() { 

  Y y; 

  y.f(47); 

  y.x.set(37); // Access the embedded object 

} 

Accessing the member functions of the embedded object (referred to as a subobject) 

simply requires another member selection. It’s more common to make the embedded objects 

private, so they become part of the underlying implementation (which means you can change 

the implementation if you want). The public interface functions for your new class then involve 

the use of the embedded object, but they don’t necessarily mimic the object’s interface: 

class Y { 

  int i; 

  X x; // Embedded object 

public: 

  Y() { i = 0; } 

  void f(int ii) { i = ii; x.set(ii); } 

  int g() const { return i * x.read(); } 

  void permute() { x.permute(); } 

}; 

 

int main() { 

  Y y; 

  y.f(47); 

  y.permute(); 

} ///:~ 

Here, the permute( ) function is carried through to the new class interface, but the other member 

functions of X are used within the members of Y. 

CHOOSING COMPOSITION VS. INHERITANCE 

Both composition and inheritance place sub objects inside your new class. Both use the 

constructor initializer list to construct these sub objects. You may now be wondering what the 

difference is between the two, and when to choose one over the other. 



 

 

Composition is generally used when you want the features of an existing class inside your 

new class, but not its interface. That is, you embed an object to implement features of your new 

class, but the user of your new class sees the interface you’ve defined rather than the interface 

from the original class. To do this, you follow the typical path of embedding private objects of 

existing classes inside your new class. 

Inheritance Yields (Slightly) Better Performance:  

 Composition's method forwarding/delegation will often be slower than inheritance's 

dynamic binding  

 Composition results in more objects getting instantiated, which can incur a performance 

cost at allocation, <init>(), and GC time  

Composition Yields Better Flexibility:  

 Interfaces of classes involved in a composition relationship need not be compatible, so 

it's easier to change the interfaces  

 Composition allows you to delay creation of back-end objects until (and unless) you need 

them  

 Composition allows you to change back-end objects throughout the lifetime of the front-

end object  

 Composition allows front-end objects to share the same back-end objects  

But:  

 Composition's method forwarding/delegation results in more code that has to be written, 

debugged, and maintained.  

 Easier to add new subclasses than new front-end classes, unless you use composition with 

interfaces  
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